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Conclusions
• The integration of LLA, Soar-RL and realistic tracks is
successful
• The system performs on-line learning with error rates
comparable to the batch learning methods when feedback is
provided
• How to learn from the delayed ground truth after actions
taken?
• How to handle predictive uncertainty and unknown here?
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Big ADS-B Data
(Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast)
• ADS-B to support separation assurance and traffic flow management.
(FAA Order 8200.45)
• ADS-B Out broadcasts ID and location
• ICAO uses ADS-B enabled Mode-S devices. Tests with Iridium for
BLOS to make oceanic
• ADS-B data’s important in order to
‒ Establish  commercial flight baselines and virtual airways, 
eliminate neutrals as much as possible for CID
‒ Discover anomalies, patterns and kinematic characteristics
‒ Predict CID, aircraft types using kinematic characteristics
‒ Demonstrate  tools including Google map/earth, KML, big data, 
ML and AI to improve CID
• Downloaded ~4T ADS-B data (6/2016-7/2017, worldwide every
minute, 1440 files each day, 6MB each, JSON format)
‒ Performed pre-processing including kinematic attributes
• Converted the data initially via a Hadoop cluster at the NPS High
Performance Computing Center for two selected areas
• Produced visualizations for explorations/validations of the data
• Performed deep learning (LLA and Soar)
NRP Project ID: 
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Common Tactical Air Picture (CTAP) 
• Collect, process and analyze data from a vast network of
sensors, platforms, and decision makers
• Provides situational awareness to air warfare decision-
makers
Combat Identification (CID)
• Locate and identify critical airborne objects as friendly,
hostile or neutral with high precision
Test Data from Real-life Event Data
Future Questions
Definitions of the Problem Domain
Process




Replay Real-life Event Tracks
Classification: Commercial or Not
Feedback/Online 
Learning/Adaptation
Test error rates of 
predicting commercial 
aircrafts comparable to the 
batch learning methods 
such as decision trees and 
nearest neighbors  
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